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From all of us at Time Warner Cable, a note of thanks to our Chairman and Chief 
Executive Officer…

Dear Glenn:

How can we ever thank you enough for so many years of leadership and  
service? The truth is we can’t. But we can try to honor the legacy you have left 
us… one of entrepreneurialism, innovation, and leadership.

You have shaped our company and the Cable industry for more than four  
decades. Your influence is reflected in many of the technological innovations 
that have defined the communications landscape as we know it today—in how 
we experience video, the lead role cable has played in the broadband revolution, 
and how consumers connect to the world. You have been called pioneer, icon, 
luminary and mogul! And the recognition and awards Time Warner Cable has 
received over the years are a tribute to your leadership and the example you set 
for all of us.

We have learned much from you…

You have shown us what success looks like. Under your leadership,  
Time Warner Cable has grown from a $6 billion division of Time Warner Inc.  
to a $22 billion stand-alone public company that last year ranked as number  
134 on the Fortune 500. 

You have taught us the importance of conducting business with good,  
old-fashioned common sense. You have always understood the need to follow 
consumer trends and changing technology so we could develop products and 
services that people really want. This has kept us relevant in changing times.

You have defined our brand. Your insistence on always doing the right thing 
has shaped the personality of Time Warner Cable. As Rob Marcus noted, “We’ve 
always been short on hype and long on honesty, integrity, transparency and 
respect. That’s who we are, because that’s who Glenn is.”

Glenn, from all of us at Time Warner Cable, thank you. Thank you for your  
commitment, your leadership, and for all you have taught us. We will try to be 
good stewards of the legacy you have left in our hands.



Emmy Awards:

• Engineering Award for Outstanding Achievement in Technological  
Development. (mid-1990s)

• Best Use of On Demand Technology Over Private Networks for Start 
Over® (2005-2006)

• Development, Productization and Commercialization of Interactive Video 
on Demand Two-Way Infrastructure and Signaling (2006-2007)

• Full-Service Network (2011)

• Pioneering the Development of Multi-Room DVR (2011-2012)

• Development and Commercialization of Cable Interconnects for Local 
Video Ad Insertion (ADLINK, 2011-2012)

• Pioneering Work in Implementation and Deployment of Network DVR 
(2012-2013)

• Pioneering Development of Video on Demand (VOD) Dynamic Advertis-
ing Insertion (2012-2013)

DVR

Road Runner

TWC TV app

VOD

Intelligent Home

(Kate Rozen is getting us imagery for this 
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 Here are some ways we have celebrated Diversity and Inclu-
sion in Glenn’s tenure:

• WICT PAR Initiative’s  Best Companies for  
Women in Cable Telecommunications – Operator 

• NAMIC Mid-Atlantic Chapter’s 2013 Diversity  
Champion Award

• Executive Inclusion Council at TWC

• HRC /CEI rating 
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“ If the U.S. is to remain competitive in this ever-changing global economy and 
rapidly evolving, technologically-driven world, we need to ensure that we are 
appropriately investing in the science, technology, engineering and math 
(STEM) skills and talent that serve as the critical building blocks to support our 
foundation and our future.”

“ In conjunction with Educate to Innovate, in late 2009 Time Warner Cable’s 
Connect a Million Minds® (CAMM) initiative came into being. CAMM is a  
five-year, $100 million effort to inspire students to pursue STEM education  
and careers—using  the full arsenal of our media assets to show young men 
and women that science and math are relevant to our daily lives and are  
exciting and viable career options.”

“ I am very proud to lead a company that is taking action, by connecting  
one young mind at a time to STEM. But we know that it’s just the beginning. 
I remain confident that, with a continued focus on building the future—our 
future, we will foster the next generation of innovators, problem solvers, and 
leaders for this great country.”

 

CAMM mission: 

“ Inspire the next generation of problem  
solvers by connecting young people to  
the wonders of science, technology,  
engineering and math.”



On the early days of cable television…

“ The idea that somebody might pay for TV was crazy. All of the experiments around that idea had 
been failures.”

“ Thinking back on those early days, the one thing I would say is I always thought cable could be  
a big business. Certainly not without some risks, but I thought it would be a big business. A lot  
people didn’t think that would happen.” 

“ The finance people at Time Inc. that I worked with originally thought that there was no way that 
Wall Street would provide the money to wire America with another wire. They basically told 
me I should go work for one of the magazines and forget this cable stuff…I thought they were 
wrong.”On his career progression…

“ The first ten to twenty years, there were two or three things I cared about and I very much steered 
myself towards. I cared a lot about who I worked for and with, I wanted to have a lot of different 
experiences and I wanted to do business…I always wanted to be doing external things, whether it 
was making a deal or selling or buying.”

On becoming CEO…

“ My first objective was to be a CFO, and I really wasn’t sure that I would really be a good CEO. This 
has to do with stereotypes. I’m a fairly quiet person, somewhat introverted, and my stereotype of 
a CEO was somebody who walked into the room and sucked all the air out of the room—and that 
wasn’t me. So I really wasn’t sure I was cut out to be a CEO. I aspired to, but a CFO seemed like a 
more viable fit.”

On the development of RoadRunner…

“ So one day we were in Stamford (CT), where our company headquarters was based. This was 
probably 1993, which was important. Some people from Intel came in and I was doing New 
Business Strategy stuff, so I ended up meeting with all of these kinds of characters. Carl Rossetti 
was there, too. They looked at us and said ‘You could use your rebuilt plant and offer high speed 
access to the Internet.’ So I looked at them and said, ‘What’s the Internet?’” 

“ I’m going to brag, but I think we (the cable industry) really brought broadband to America. The 
phone companies had DSL but they weren’t really interested in pushing it because they were 
making a lot of money with T1 lines to businesses. The cable industry was a big part of it. We led 
the way.”

On TWC’s culture…

“ I really want this to be a good place to work for people. I’ve cared about diversity as part of that. 
I’ve cared about being very open as a culture.”

Glenn In His Own Words
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